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Clinic Lawyers Get
Tenure Track Status
by Brian R. Kyhos
Second Year Day
The law school recently promoted three
of its community clinic attorneys to full
tenure-track faculty positions. The
September 1 action brings the school
into line with ABA accreditation rules
passed in 1985.
The school named Columbus
Community Legal Services attorneys
Gary Vujnovich, Catherine Klein and
Margaret Barry assistant professors ad
interim, pending formal faculty review.
Dean Ralph J. .Rohner said the
appointments bring the school into line
with an American Bar Association
accreditation Standard 405, which
· requires schools to provide job security
and perquisites "similar" to those of
. full-time faculty members.
Rohner said the faculty approved the
up-grade in 1989 after studying the
various ways to come into compliance.
"It's taken the years since '89 to work

...

out the mechanics," he said.
The change "enhances" the status of
the the three, "and permits (indeed
requires) them to participate fully in the
range of faculty functions, including
governance," Rohner said in the memo
announcing the appointments.
Although he sees the move as positive,
Vujnovich said it will be a strain on
clinic faculty members to fulfill their
dual roles. "The hard part is that it's
going to compete with what was already
a full load," he said. .
Rohner said there are a few issues still
to be resolved, including how to keep
the clinic staffed· throughout the year
while putting the clinic attorneys on a
regular nine-oionth faculty schedule.
Vujnovich said, "It pieans we'll have to
find something to do with the cases over
the summer." He said one idea under
consideration is to hire a full-time
attorney during the summer to handle

Continued on p. 15
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LaSalle Head
Takes Reigns
At Catholic
by Jennifer Twitchell
Second Year Day
On Au~st 1st, Brother Patrick Ellis
started work as Catholic University's
new president. He succeeded William J.
Byron who served as president for the
past decade.
Ellis, a CUA alumnus, comes to
Washington, D.C, after 15 years

Brother Patrick Ellis .

heading La ~aile Omvers1fy m
Philadelphia . .Ellis received a BA. in
English from Catholic in 1951 and an
MA; and Ph.D. in English from the
University of Pennsylvania. He is a
native of Baltimore.
The new law school facility plays a
key role in Ellis' plans for the university.
The completion of the new law school
building will cause "a domino effect of
improvements on the campus," said
Ellis.
He said some potential changes are
moving administrative offices to Leahy
Hall, demolishing the old administrative
building, and opening one grand
entrance way to the university off
Michigan Avenue while closing many of
the roadways that now cut through
campus;
As to the effects of the new law
school facility on the law school itself,
Ellis predicts a substantial increase in
alumni donations.
"We have already received several gifts
of $1 million or more from law school
alumni," he said, "and once people see
that the physical resources are there,
more will contribute."
Ellis said he is impressed with the
quality of the law students and the
standing of the Jaw faculty. And, he
adds, so is the ABA.
He advised law students and staff not to
be troubled by the recent drop in rank ·
of the law. school by U.S. News and
World Report since this ranking system is
"inconsistent from one year to the next,
based on arbitrary categories, and not
scientific."
Ellis foresees a "terrific future for the
law school."

Books in hand, second year day stuclents, Tim Reilly and Brian Feeney,
stop for a photo
opportunity before .bounding off to class.
.

Latest Tuition Jump
Defended by·Deans
by Anne Whitney
Third Year Day
Tuition increased eight percent this
year following a 15 percent jump last
year.
Law school tuition for the 1992-1993
year is $16,848 for full-time students.
For night students, the rate is now $605
per credit hour.
Dean Ralph J. Rohner said he
believes the extra tuition was necessary,
in part, to cover inflation, but also to
reinforce certain areas within the school.
For example, $100,000 was added in
student grants, additional funds were
contributed to the library and four new
staff positions were created. The added
staff support went to fmancial aid (one
position), faculty support group (two
positions), and computer support
services (one position).
Rohner said the faculty support
positions were required to help manage
some of the new and growing programs
such as the Comparative Law Institute,
the Communications Law Institute, and
the Cracow Study Abroad Program.
The increase makes CUA's full-time
law school tuition slightly higher than

that of American ($16,650, full-time;
$617/credit hour, part-time), but keeps
it $1,000 less than that of Georgetown
($17,800, full-time; . $610/credit hour,
part-time) and George Washington
($17,650, full-time; $630/ credit hour,
part-time).
A ccording to Rohner, the amount of
tuition is determined by the University
Trustees and increases are calculated to
reflect the minimum amount needed to
assure that the university will operate
smoothly and effectively. Dean .Rohner
added that Catholic is unique among
area law schools in that all of the money
coming from the law school is used by
the law school rather than · spread
throughout the university.
That is, tuition money is spent either
directly for running the law · school or
spent indirectly for the law . school
through its contribution to the overhead
of the whole university. The overhead
figure is determined based upon .the
amount of university services which the
law school uses, such as utilities, health
and athletic centers, parking, computer
centers, and administrative services .
. Director of Financial Aid Marya

Continued on p. 15

Around Campus
News bites from Undergradland:

* New university President Patrick
E llis speaks out for a new
undergraduate library.
* The school settles a discrimination
suit from 92-year-old Professor Paul
Weiss. Under the terms of the
agreement, the philosophy instructor
received a new two-year contract to
teach one graduate-level course a
semester at his home.
* Computerized cards replace keys for
students to use in buildings around
campus.
* Freshman enrollment falls, although
the school . accepts 79 percent of
applicants.
* Schools of architecture and
engineering split, thus separating style
and substance forever.
* Bob Valvano remains the school's
former coach. ·

Student Named
FCBA Co-chair

Progress, Pt. I
A «r

Edward Hammerman, a second year
student, has beeQ. named national cochair of the student division of the
Federal . Communications Bar
Association.
Also co-chairing the organization is
Linda Blauhut, a third year student at
the National Law Center of the George
Washington University.
The FCBA recently instituted its
student division by sending application
forms to more than 50 law schools
throughout the country. About 75
students joined the organization in time
to be listed in the first FCBA annual
directory to include students~
The law student division of the FCBA
is plannii\g both professional and social
gatherings during the upcoming
semester, according to a letter sent out
by Blauhut and Hammerman ..

Register Tape
Collection
To Start
by Harvey .Zuckman .
·Professor · ·

Calendar

For all of those students who waited
patiently all · summer for
school.
calender - without success - Judicial
· Notice has decided to take it upon itself
to publish this handy list of dates you
.need to know:
. Monday, Oct()ber .12
Columbus Day Holiday.
· Tuesday, October 13
.
Monday classes as a result of Santa
Maria man. It also is officially
midsemester.
Wednesday, October 14 ·
First day of · the small window of
.. opportunity to beg for rescheduled
exams.
Tuesday, October 20
Window closes.
Wemiesday, November 4
Students rush to grab their lucky
Any students who wish to use one of
numbers for exams.
the central uruversity's MS-DOS
Thursday, November 26
networked micro computers in any of
Lengthy Thariksgiving break begins.
the non-law school Computer Center
Monday, Novmember 30
. User's areas need a VAX computer
Classes resume.
account. It takes 24 hours to create a
Saturday, December 5
VAX account. Any student with a past
Last day of classes. Third years buy
VAX account does not need to request
textbooks.
a new account. Applications for an
Monday, December 7
account are available in · Dean
Exams start on anniversary of
Wortham's office. This aceount is not
American military humiliation.
necessary. to use the computers in the
Coincidence?
law library or anywhere else there are
Friday, December 18
.student-use computers in the law school.
Finals end.

a.

I

l

. If this is the back to schoo~ period it
must be time for Giant Food Stores'
"Apples for the . Students" program
providing . free Apple and IBM
computers and . peripherals, band.
·instruments and sports equipment for
the public, private and parochial schools
in the Washington area.
.
. Once again the law school will .collect
the specially colored Giant register tapes ·
which will be issued b~ginning October
11th. At the end of the program in
March, the register tapes will be turned
over to one of . the element,ary or
secondary schools in the area so that the
school selected may claim . valuable
equip~ent from Giant. Tapes may be
placed in a specially marked envelope
attached to the JudiCial Notice bo;ird in
Leahy, beginning October 12th.
In the two preceding years of the
· "Apples" program, the · Brookland
Elementary School and St. Anne's
parochial school each profited from the
law school student body, staff, and
faculty's efforts to the extent ofreceiving
more that $25,000 worth of t.he tapes.

Computer Access

~· ..

Second ·year night ~tudents John Greaves, Mike McGarrity and
Dwayne Toliver anxiously await, the start of evening classes.

Cameus Safety
Starts With You!·.
Street-Smarts On Campus • Stahd tall, walk purposefully, and look confident. Be aiert ·
to your surroundings.
.•Use well-iighted, well-traveled routes and try to walk with
friends.

•'Learn the locations of all public and emergency phones.
You might need one in an emergency!

·

• Avoid isolated places, .like laboratories after Class hours.
'tf you have to be i'n these places, take a friend a~d be
extra ·alert.

Residence Hall Security ·• Lock '. the door to your room when you are sleeping or are out.
•Don't leave val.uables, like your wallet, checkbook, or jewelry, in
open view. ·
• Take care of your keys. Don't give ilnyone the chance to duplicate
them .
·
"•Hang up immediately on any obscene or. harassing phone calis.
Report them to campus s.e curity. or residence hall staff.
NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL. WASHINGTON. O.C. 20005

~

. .

'
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Slow. Growth For
New Law School
by Brian R. Kyh~s .
Second Yea11 Day

After a summer of delays, construction
crews recently started leveling the dirt
that will serve a base for the new law
sch<;>0l. . ff all goes as planned, the
building ' should be available for use by
this year's first year students - during
theit last year.
The school · held a ceremonial
groundbreaking at the McCormack
Road site · on May 23. However,
excavation permit problems prevented
further progress until just before the
. start of classes. . . .
.
Barring any problems, the law school
should be open for classes in the fall of

as

1994.

"We will be using the building before
we dedicate it," Associate Dean Leah
Wortham said. "You can't dedi.cate a
building in August - no one will come."
Mark Knebel of Omni Construction
Co. said there is a chance a new parking
garage which is to be part of the law
school complex could be ready next fall.
The garage is to be · two-level,
• underground parking garage;. providing
about 570 new parking spaces for use by
the . entire · university community.
However, Wortham wa~ned that the
installation of security equipment could
delay its use.
·
·
wortham expressed relief that the end
is in site on. the project and said the
construction should counter doubts by
both students and faculty that the school
would ever be built.
·
. "i am delighted that they are finally
seriously at wor~ down there," Said
Dean Ralph J. Rohner.
Part of the problem, Wortham said, was

that so many plans were considered and
rejected over the course of the last 20
years.
"We needed a new law school from
about the time Leahy was built,"
· Wortham said.
·
At different tinies, she said, the trustees
considered moving the school to another
campus building, buying the St. Paul's
College buildings on the other. side of
Michigan Avenue and a "wrap-around
plan" that would have added to Leahy
Hall.
.
She said cynicism caused by the slow
progress also may have spread to
potential donors and that seeing the new
building could help with fund raising.
'The school now has pledges and
donations totalling more than $17
million of the $33 million expected cost.

Above:

Mark

Knebel of Omni
Co. describes work
needed to prepare the McCormack
Road site for the new building.
Left: University officials . and
representatives of major donors break
ground at the May 23 ceremony. From
tt)e left - .Fr. William J. Byron, S.J.;
Catholic University President; Louise T.
Keelty; class of 1972 and chair of the
Capital Campaign Steering Committee;
Thomas J. Donnelly, vice chairman of
university Board of Trustees; Mrs.
Walter A. Slowinski; ·Carl · Anderson,
Const~uction

Vice .president Q\ pub\ic µo\iC'J

'Of

\he

Knights · of Columbus; Geoffrey T.
Williams, class of 1973; and Dean
. Ralph J; Rohner, class of 1963.

Sell
"udicial Notice is looking .
for a few good people to
·help u.s sell adverti'sing·.
Pay: Bagel
Time

Com~itment:

Yea, right.
Nominal

Benefit:
Vast personal growth
.

:

If you are interested,
please call 319-4690. .
. ~bet 14, 1992
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Legal Career Services Spring Clinic Signup
Posts Important Dates
by Professor Ogilvy
Office of Clinical Programs

by Georgia Niedzielko
Director of Legal Career Services
Fall on Campus Interviews
The fall On-Campus Interview season
is well underway. Please remember to
check the LCS bulletin board in Keane
frequently - new interview lists are .
posted daily. Please also check for new
handouts with changes ·and additions to
the .original employer lists.
Individual Career Counseling
Whether you are participating in the
on-campus process or not, we strongly
encourage you to meet with one of the
counselors to discuss your career goals.
There are many . ways to obtain the
experience you need to begin your
career. We can help identify resources
·and opportunities you many not have
considered. ·
·
Important Dates
Please note the dates of these LCS
workshops:
How to Find a Government Job
Wednesday, September 16 ·
. .2:00 p.m. Moot Court Room
Networking Your Way to a Job
· . Wednesday, September 23
11:00 a.In. Moot Court Room
Please also note these deadlines:
·Resume
Drop
#4
.. .
.
.
.

Wednesday, September 16
7:00 p.m.
Mass Mail Drop #2
Wednesday, September 23
7:00 p.m.
Department of Justke
Application Deadline ·
·
Applications must be received by the
Justice Department by the close of
business, Wednesday, September 30.
Night Students
A new publication, "An Evening
Student's Guide to Planning a Career in
the Law,'~ is now available in LCS.
. Please stop by and pick up a copy.

of concentration, legal skills emphasized,
location, and type ot institution
(government,
large firm, . small firm,
Although we have just begun the fall
non-profit,
etc.)
See also the postings on
semester, it is already time for second
the
·
bulletin
board.
s in the hallway .
and third year students to begin
outside of Room 10.
·
planning for live-client clinical
Clinical
programs
allow
you
to
learn
experiences and externship placements
or to hone significant legal skills. They
in the spring semester: Some of the
more popular externship programs have . . also give you the opportunity to explore
one or more areas of law ·practice of
. application deadlines by which materials
interest to you before making an initial
must be received (see below), but you
career
choice. For information about the
should begin to line up your placement
clinical opportunities at Catholic, come
now even for those without explicit
by the programs office soon.
·
. deadlines. ..
If you are ititerested in one of the
Spring .Externship Possibilities:
clinical programs offered by the law
school, but need more information,
contact Professor Ogilvy; the clinical
S.E.C. Training Program
coordinator, or Patty Walker, the
Application Deadline - Oclbber 1.
adminitrative assistant for clinical
Contact Patty Walker in l.eahy.
programs in Room 10 of Leahy Hall.
There is a wealth of written materials
about the various . programs in • the
National Assoc. · of Securities Dealers,
clinical · programs office, and both
Inc.
Professor Ogilvy and Ms. Walker are
.
available to talk with you abm~t your · Application Deadline - October 21
Contad
Suzanne
E.
Rothwell,
Associate
individual goals.
·
General Counsel
addition, the ·· clinical programs
at·io2-7280-8247
office maintains . a · set of ·books ·listing ·
several hundred externship placement.
U.S. Attorney's Offi<:e
opportunities i,n all parts of the
Application Dealine - October 21
Washington metropolitan area. The
Conta~t Patty Walker in Leahy 10. · ·
books are indexed by ·.substantive areas ·

In

·. •··.· TAKE AFEW MINUTES TO .

.

~·e throw away enouih

.

.

.

.

.

.·

WANTED ·.;. TOYS

GO.JHROUGH.YOUR GARBAGE~ ·
.

..

.

.

.

. ,.

.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS

.

Ert'rr ·'·u~ular..moie th an
· 500.()()() trees are used .
to.produi:e the:88°o of.newspapers · ·
tha! are ne,·er recycled.
·

·. TOY BOX
.

· ·..1mericans go t.hrough
~ . :; milhbn plastic bottles
·ererr hour. onh a small percen1 ~g~ of
· ·· which aT~ rlow.reCycled

glass bottles and iars to ·
· fill the ).'50-foot twin towm·
of ~ew York·s 11·or1d Trade Center'
t'l't>r\' llfO llt't'/!1·

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Columbus Community Legal Services Clinic is in
need of toys, children's books and a toy box
· (to hold everything) for our offices at
1713 North Capitol Street. .

l
I

I
L

Many of our clients bring their children to our
office and we have nothing with which to entertain them.
Contributions can be left at Room 10 in Leahy
or dropped off at the Clinic offices.

Even year we dispose of
24 m111ion tons of leaves and graSs
c\ipplll)\S. which could be.composted
. to conierve landfill ~pace.
·

Arrierican consuiners and industry
throw awa~ enough aluminum
to rebuild our entire commercial
airneet el'ery:lhree months

We throw aw.ay enough
· ·iron and steel to
continuous(•· supply all
the nation's l':Jlomakers.

The ordinary bag of tiiish you throw .
awa1' is slowly becoming l! serious ·problem for everylxxly.
.
Because the fact .is, not only are we
running out of resources to make the
prcxlucts we need, we're running out of
~

4

places to put What's left over.
you'll need tq know ·about recycling.
Write the Environmental Defense
· · One thing's for certain, the few minFund ai: 257 P:irk Avenue South, New
utes you take to learn how to recycle will
York, NYIOOIO, for a free brochure that spare us all a lot of garbage later.
will tell you :vir- , IF YOU'RE NOT R£CYCUNG '" C:ft\C'r.tll
tually everything . YOU'RE THROWING IT All AWAY. ~ ~S

The Contact person is Ellen ·Scully; Clinic Director. ·
Thank You.
·

19XH EllF .
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Rookies
First Years Find Place at CUA

Two weeks into the school year,
most first year students seem to
be coping. · Are these people
.smiling or gritting their teeth?
Clockwise from top right: James
Noumair is having some •fun
with a library exercise; Deborah
Re bore and Christine Yokoyama
wait for property class to begin this

is

the

before

picture~

·

Michelle Carton cruises · the . ,..... ·.
student mailboxs; Jennifer ·
Dowd and · Marybeth · Raffinan
hang loose in the halls.

September 14, 1992
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Goals for a New Year
H~re

it is, th~ first Judicial Notice editorial of the year. .J know everybody is on the
edge of their seats, covered with goose bumps, straining their eyes to speed read this
cutting edge, ultra-controversial, super-scandalous, trouble-stirring type of editorial.
I hate to disappoint, but the extra ex~iting editorial is scheduled for next issue. Not
· that I haven't experienced enough school-related trauma during the first few weeks to ·
write a real zinger. It is just. that this editorial has been to slotted to take care of what
so many .in the la.w school venue refer to as administrative business.
.
I ·will begin by broadly .stating the goals for this year's JN. As ·a ,law school .
newspaper, JN is produced ·for the students by the students. It is our mission to focus . ·
on issues and stories .that will be considered ·informational; interesting and most
. importantly, entertaining by most law students.
·
·
·
·
In order to meet the needs and desires of students, it is important that JN receive
input. JN is interested in hearing the suggestions, compliments and cpnstructive criticisms
of the law students. The key. word here is constructive.
If students are really serious about giving input, they are. more than welcome to join
the JN staff. JN is always in hopeful search of writers, . photographers, production
assistants. If you are· interested in becoming involved please call the JN office at 3194690 or leave a note ·1n the JN box.
Finally, a word on editorial policy. JN welcomes &ubmissions from all law students,
deans, faculty and staff. JN requests that all materials be submitted on computer diskette
in WordPerfect along with a printed copy. We also request that you include your phone
number so that we may contact ,you if necessary.
JN has the discretion .to decide whether or not · a particular story is run based on
both content ·and space. JN edits all materials submitted primarily for typos. and
grammar. Finally, JN insists that all materials submitted for publication be signed. If it ,
is not signed, it is not printed.
Catherine A. Dunn
Editor-in-Chief
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iudicial Notice is an in<Jependent
newspaper published· by the students
of the Columbus School of Law in ·
Washington D.C. on a tri-weekly
schedule. ·

Mailing Address: Judicial Notice;·
.Columbus School of Law, '.The Catholic
University of America, Keane Hall
.Room B-1, Washington DC 20064.
Telephone: (202) 319-4690

Editorial Policy

l,udicial Nodce publishes · taw school. and law
student related news, stories, articles,
commentary, photographs, letters to . the
editor,and advertising based on the discreti<;m o(
the Editorial Board. All material must be signed
with writer's full name and telephone number. .
· Submissions can be mailed, droppedin the
envelope on the JN bulletin board,in the JN box
above the student mailboxes in Leahy Hall or
under the JN office door, Room B-1 Keane Hall.
Judicial Notice reserves the right to edit all
materi;i.l.
Advertising Information

Judicial Notice publishes advertising relating
to law school ~nd law students, and reserves the
right to refuse any advertisement. Adyertising
rates are available by writing or calling: James
Beane, Advertising Manager, at the above
address and telephone number.
Copyright 1992 Judicial Notice. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be.
reproduced by any means without the express
permission of The <:otumbus Schol of Law.
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Court Takes Moderate ·stand
by Jeff Gans
Second Year Night

into the territory forged by Justice
·Warren and . bis court, Presidents

Reagan and Bush . must be wonder~ng
This was supposed to be the term
just what happened to the conservative
that the court would turn its back on the
jurists they appointed to the ben~h:
"liberal" decisions of the Warren court. · The court· handed down 108 opm1ons
Roe v. Wade would fall and public
in the last term. Library of Congress
school children would pray in.
figures show that in 92% of those 108
homeroom · again.
· The justices
opinions Justices Souter and Kennedy
appointed by ·Presidents Reagan and
· were in the Majority. Justice O'Connor
Bush were going to make a solid seven
was in .the majority 87% of the time.
vote conservative majority willing and
When combining their votes, Justices ·
able to usher in all of the promises,
Souter, Kennedy, and O'Connor never
made to right-wing voters, by right-wing
lost. Fourteen of the 108 were decided
politicians unable to deliver legislatively.
by a 5-4 margin, in 13 of those 14
That was what was supposed to happen,
but how many things in life ever go as · Justice Souter was in the majority with
the Chief Justice being in the majority
they are supposed to go?
.
only 4 of the 14 times. . With an
.. The high court has definitely moved
··to the right in the last twelve years, but · occassional vote from --Justice White
thanks to a centrist. core of justices
these three justices.make up a bl1JCk that
(Souter, O'Connor and Kennedy) t?e ·. <:an control the decision making of the
court · seems to have - stopped its
court
rightward march much closer to the
The three justices never had more of
mainstream of American public opinion . an inipact than when .the court decided
th~ was once feared.
.
. the Planned Parenthood case. The right
The rightward lean which did take · to ·. life people were confident that
place included enlarging states rights to
Planned . Parenhood v. . Casey would
determine the use of capital punishment
fulfill their long quest to overturn Roe,
and a trimming back of the Warren
instead the court reaffirmed a woman's
decision .allowing Habeus Corpus . right to an abortion, although adding
appeals from state cases for procedural
abortfon is not a fundamental right and .
errors (Only defendants with a credible
may . be restricted by the state. In a
claim of "factual innocence" will get a
plurality decision . by · the court, ·
habeus h~aring). ·Environmentalists also · O'Connor, Kennedy and Souter, set
took a blow from the court when it. forth a new guideline for testing state
. stiffened the requirements for Standing
infringement upon a woman's right to
. in .federal court; thus making it harder
have ·an abortion. The new standard
to sue. for damage to the environment.
dictates no regulation -may impose an
Even given the aforementioned inroads
"undue burden"
the woman. If you

on

are staunchly pro-choice this still
amounts to too much infringrnent, but
you must keep in mind that four justices
(Rehnquist; Scalia, White and Thomas)
would have preferred to overturn Roe
altogether.

The progr~ offered much more that
just four courses in international law;
The opportunity to be in Cracow in 1992
This summer I had the pleasure of · provided a chance to see and eXJ>erience
participating in·the C:olumb~s School of . a region in transformation. ·· In order to
Law's inaugural mtemallonal . and
grasp what the recent democratization
comparativefaw pro.gram. Twe~ty three
has brought about and to see the legacy
American and thirteen Polish law
of the communist years, nothing is of as
students attended classes at the
much value as fo actually be in a country
Jagiellonian University in · Cracow, . and with the people who live and try to
· Poland. ·
·
.·
· ·
do business.there. I had the opportunity
The · course offerings consisted of the
to meet people froni a diverse range of
Law of the European Community, and
backgrolinds, including partners . in
International Business Transactions, · American · 1aw .. firms operating in
taught by professors Lu~wikowski. and
Warsaw, Polish and American
Fox respectively, and · ~ntema~onal
government officials, American
Comparative Law, and Domg Busmess
bu5inessmen working with Polish firms,
in Eastern Europe, taught by professors
Polish entrepreneurs, former black
Chorosnicki and Swiatkowski, both from · marketeers, as ·well as students and
the faculty of the Jagiellonian University
workers.
_
School of Law.
· ·
·
There was never a dull moment in
Classes · were held in the historic
Cracow. Suffice it to say that we got the
Collegium Mains, ·part of a university · most out of our educational dollar. The
founded in 1364. The students lived in
city is a very vital place with a thriving
newly refurbished suites just a minute
nightlife, centered around the Old Tqwn
away from the University and tbe heart
which .is full of cafes, bars, restaurants.
and · soul ·of the city · - the Old .Town. . While out and about I met Russians,
The river Vistula, Wawel Castle, St.
G ermans, Uknunians, Czechs and
Maris Chillch · and a host of · Chinese, as well as Australians, Scots,
extracurricular activities were all at our
Irishmen, and Italians.
doorstep.
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Blood Needed

The Planned Parenthood decision
revealed the common threads that run Fellow Law Students:
between· the three justices: a deep
A twenty-six year old man, Ralph
concern over the image and credibilty of
Naill, Jr. was severely injured in a
the court, a healthy · resped for the
decisions of the past and a steadfast bizarre industrial accident· recently and
unwillingness to .r un down alleys of has required several complex surgeries,
including amputation of both arms. .
change without any idea where. they may
end up. In an August issue of The
As you can imagine, these surgeries
National Law Journal, Prof. Robert A. required a · large amount of blood
Sedler of Wayne State University School
transfusions. Pints of blood are very
of Law summed it up well: "What has · . expensive · these . Ollys, due to the
emerged is . a moderate conservative
extensive testing -j)rocedures that are
wing that stresses . the institutional
done on each. pint prior to their use. .
· continuity of the court. They are not
Unless your health insuranctf covers the
likley to extend the precedents of the · · cost of blood transfusions, an. injured
Warren and Burger courts, nor are they
person must pay.
likely to make radical depattt,1Tes.';
The refusal of these justices to make
In Mr. Naill's case, although he has
wholesale changes in the last term
"full iriedical coverage" through his
should not be misconstrued. This is a
employer, he already owes the hospital .
conservative court . and . its future . several thous(\nd dollars . for pints of
· decisions will surely prove that. But it is
blood thatwere used to save his life.
. unlikely the nation's highest court will
tum back the judicial calender in order
His family has appealed to the
to deal with political battles that ended . students of this law school. . The
in favor of more liberal jurists. . With
Washington Hospital Center has set up
Justices Souter, Kennedy .a nd O~Connor
a donor program where persons can.
voting together on the biggest issues, the
donate blood ill the .name of a patient
next term for the court could very well
who has required a bIOod transfusion.
.be controlled by what was once thought . · The blood that is donated is not actually .
given to that person, ·but for each pint
to be non"existent on the high-court:
that is donated in a person's .name, they .·
moderation.
·
are charged for one less pint that they
have used. It makes QO difference what ·
blood type you have..You do not have to
donate the . saoie tYJ>e as .the patient.

Cracow Program.·a Success
· by Jerry Regan
Second Year Day .

Letters

-·

. If you are ·a regular • blood donor, ·
please consider donating blood at the
Washington Hospital Center this time. lf
you are considering donating for the
Some · personal . highlights of · min~
first tjlne;what better reason to start to .
include a night spent . soaking up the
help someone our age who is facing
ambience of the ever popular Cafe Plus
traumatic surgeries and tremendous
with Professor Ludwikowski and Dean
health care bills. Don't forget that you
Rohner, and the rendition of the Star
will not only be helping Mr. Naill, but
Spangled · Banner with which John ·
all of us, because the entire community ·
Kneuer arid I shocked the crowd at the
benefits when there is an adequate
. Pod · Baranami on the 4th of July. .
· blood supply available . .
Picture a sweaty New York undergro'und
club with about 300 more years of
The hospital is located · on Michigan
history, located in the basement of t?e
Avenue, just on the other side of North
five story city mansion of . the family
Capital Street, a few minutes away from
which owns Leonardo's "Lady with an
Catholic. The blood bank is open ·
Ermine" and two niad ·dog Americans
Monday through Saturday, 8;00 am to
standing on a table -in front· of 200 6:00 pm. If you have any questions, their ·
awestruck Poles. The list could go on
mµnber is (202) 877~5250, or ask me at
and on, but it was because.·of sessions
(301) 604-0705.
like these, and a few other reasons, that
·I earned the undisputed title of "King of
If you do donate, please let me know
Cracow". ·
. . ·
.so that the Naill family can accurately
Everyone had a great time while · cbeclc the donation record With the
furthering our legal education. We also hospital:
got a .valuable look at what .is really •
going on in Eastern Europe with ~ of
it's hope for the future and the
. Thank You,
frustrating paradoxes in the present. I ·
Karen ·Ellis
recommend wholeheartedly to any one
Third Year Day
who is interested in intematiOnal law, or
who wants to study abroad to do it; and
if you want to have the time of your·life,
do it in Cracow.
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M~~~~~; 1Fri~ay.
Sa~~~y .·
. Monday·

WedneS<iay
Wednesday . ··
.Thursday·
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· ..H,'a'Penny Lion

Black Rooster ,

I
I·
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I

Thursday

$1.00 Corona

Monday - Saturday

,Happy Hour Specials

Monday.- Friday
Saturday

,$.99 pint beers
. $.99 pint beers - ail night ·
$1.25 house shooter ·

· Mike Baker's

!

Monday - Thursday .
Friday

··

Milo's

Monday - Friday

$2.00 rail drinks, domestic beers
$2.00 Corona, margaritas, free food
$3.00 34 oz. drafts

Ireland's Four Provinces

Monday - Saturday .

$2.Z5, domestic beers

American .Cafe

Friday

$1.00 drafts

Tune ~nn .

Saturday

$1.50 16 oz,. drafts

Hawk & Dove

Frid.ay

$1.00 22 oz. drafts

Capital Hill

· Tortilla Coast

\Julio's

Monday - Friday
Saturday · .
Sunday
Monday - Friday

$2.QO beer, $1.00 margaritas
· $1.95 American beers .
.$2:00 beers
·
$1.99 Miller apd Miller Lite
$1.00 .pizza slice
~·

'

:.;<

WedneSday· .
.Friday ·

I
i
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Judicial Notice

No Buzz Crushers Here
Adams Morgan is orie of the cheapest
places that I have foU.nd in Washington.
I was recently there for "Girls Night"
with several of our most vivacious third
year women--Cindy Ramirez, Mary Pat
Kelly, Maria Perugina, Eileen Br~wn,
Denise Miranda, Holly Hagan, Libby
the · those popular . drinking
Carty, Colleen Smythe, and Maureen
establishments that have been so kind as
Walsh. · Mr. Keiran Fox was the
to offer. HAPPY HOUR specials. See
Honorary Guest of the night! You can
how far a little investigative reporting · have a fun night with pitchers of beer
can get you? Please note that some of
and pizza and pay under $10.00. It's nofrills and a good time.
I would like to extend my best wishes
to everyone for a most successful and
. · these specials run later than 4:00-8:00
enjoyable school year! If you have
p.m. On the oposite page, I have
dicovered a new, fun place in town,
. compiled a smattering of what our
please let me know. And remember, if
. nation's capitol has to offer:
anyone wishes to join me, .I would be
In addition to this list, I have to
delighted! Thanks!
mention that Millie & · Al's Pub in

-W here to Go ·for the

Day's Happiest Hours ..·
·.
.

·
.
by Susan R. Athari
Third.Year Day

Welcome back everyone!
Unfortilnately, it's back to the books and
time to kiss those summer days of son
and fun goodbye. But who says a law
student still can't take a .little break or
two now and then? And what better
way to unwind from a long day .of
hi · ·
f
t
legalese · than to
t your avon e
. HAPPY HOUR hotspot? . ·So I have
· decided to give you a little direction to

Food

by Andres Laza.ro Saavedra
Third Year Day

Wolfgang Press

Queer

The Wolfgang Press are better
niu5ical chameleons than David . Bowie
himself. The ·band has had an import
label cult following until. recently. They
You heard it here first, feminism is
gained a reputation as a gloomy gothic
back with a vengeance, and in their own
dance band in the late 1980's. Now they
way L-7 is proof of that. The hardcore
are practically a, funk band with a little
all-woman quartet from Los Angeles has · bit of techno thrown in.. Techno, being
Jed the way in destroying the image of
the only music worth dancing fo right
the male rock god, or at least becoming
now if you can find a club that plays it.
its equal. Reibert Plant and Roger
One formula the .Press has
Daltrey have finally been .but to rest and
· maintained Qi their · recordings is one
·only Chris Cornell . of Soundgarden
uncharacteristic cover song. A few years
comes close to keeping it alive. · ·
ago they · did · a cover . of Aretha
L-7 destroys the im;ige by simply·
. Franklin's "Respect". That song sung in .
rocking harder than the men. Men can
a monastic British accent strikes of true
yell · and break their guitars, but after
comedy.
On · . their . iatest project
standing in the front of an L-7 concert
"Queer" they cover . Randy Newman's
you realize that is nothing compared to
. "Momma Told me not to Come." While
feminirie angst. Following L-7 and all
it's not as funny as "Respect,'' their
their sister groups that recently sprung
sardonic vocal delivery contrasted to the
funky dance beats and the obligatory
female background singers · is hilarious.
In concert, .they are the best imitation
funk band I've ever seen. They grove
up (San Francisco trash goddess Tribe
~ell. Their latest twist in musical styles
8, Brooklyn, New York's the Lunachicks,
makes .you laugh and dance, a lot.
Olympia and our own D.C.'s Bikini Kill,
etc) I am reminded of a quote "anger is
Breeders
universal, but · women's anger · is
. Safari
frightening". . .
The Breeders effedively counter the
· Bricks are Heavy is their latest
latest rock. stereotype. With the advent release. Their music . is ·heavy on the
of the hard rock women outfits that I .
• metal side but with more than enough . have discussed, · foolish critics have
purik in it to stir up an extremely volatile
lodged them all into the dreaded
equal opportunity slamdancing mosh pit · "foxcore.., category of women who are
"Pretend were dead" was poppy enough
simply proclaimiqg "I am a P,Unk woman
for heavy MTV rotation. "Everglade" is
here me screech". · The· .Breeders often
a sharp reminder to respect women's . sing ·pi:etcy ·softiy, even though their
rights in the pit .I just described. The
guitars are just as loud. Rock goddess
·only sad thing about their rise to success
Kim Deal fronts the band Qi her spare
iS that I don't see enough women getting
time from being the bassist for the
into them, but that depends on the town .·Pixies. Her•honey soaked voice propels
where you catch their shows, especially · the· band's highly catchy J)op.
.
. since the ladies do ·a lot of feminist
Their 4-song E.P. is called Safari and
activism 'on th~ side ..
includes a cover of Pete Townshend's
After witnessing Feminism Summer
"So Sad About Us.'' The songs aie very
. '92, I am convirieed that the rock
simple, but. they grab your attention like
patriarchy, among others, is about to be
a good song should. It's a must for the
sma5hed, with L-7 . in .the forefront. I
post college hipster crowd, this means
·am just going to get out of the way.
you. ·

L-7
·Bricks are Heavy

New
Bands
Break
·Old
Molds
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SBA
by Lou Barbera
Third Year Day

Welcome to the Show•••
Well, the tourists are gone (mostly), the
candidates are running (unfortunately),
and the local taverns are watching their
profits rise (tremendously). It must be ·
the start of another semester at CUA
Law.
For those of you who don't kriow me,
let me introduce myself. My name is
Lou Barbera, and I am the current SBA
president. On behalf of the Board I
would like to welcome you or welcome
you back, as the case may be.
Serving on the board this year will
be: Sue Bartelewski .:_ 3yr Day, Rob
Chamberlin -- 3yr Day, Julie Fox -- 3yr
Day, Debbie Scwager -- 4yr Night, Linda
Estrada -- 2yr Day, Dave Koelsch -- 2yr
Night, Tim . Reilly -- 2yr Day, . Don
Schroeder -- 2yr. Day, and Chris Wilson
-- 2yr Day. A round of applause, please.
Okay, that's enough.
If you have a question or comment,
do not hesitate to approach any board
member for help. If you like; you may ·
Call the SBA office in.Keane Basement
on 319-5154. If no one's there, leave a
message and etc., etc.
Reasons to Be Cheenul...
Open your calenders, get . out your
. magic markers and circle (or otherwise
highlight ~ don't feel you are constrained •
to one geometric·figure because of me)
September 19th. This date marks the
SBA Welcome Back Picnic. There will
be hamburgers, hot dogs, .rolls, various .
condiments (don't get excited, · I said
CONDIMENTS), and, of course, soda. ·
There is a guarantee for lots of fun.
Besides; it is a great chance to meet and
greet those you have only seen.from .afar
so far. Oh, did I also mention that there
will be a beer truck? Well, there will be.
(Had some of you worried, didn't I?)
Come . and enjoy, you will · not be
· disappointed. It will be held on Leahy
lawn from 4 p.m. to approximately 8
p;m.
As you may have noticed, construction
has been started on the new building
·over what had previously been the
stadium parking lot. I know this is an
inconvenience to some, but we can't

have it both ways.· The new school is
being built on that site, so it's a "grin
and bear it" situation that will benefit us
all in the long run.
..
Join Together With the Band•••
There are various student committees
overseen by the SBA that impact many·
aspects of life here at CUA There is a
faculty committee, a new building
committee, and many more. Right now,
we are in the . process of determining

. promoting intellecfoal property· I
courses to the administration. ·
Having already conducted a kick
meeting oil September 3, it is evid
by Robert ·l>«ker
· that we have high expectations for
upcoming year.
In addition
Fourth Year Night
sponsoring a speaker each·se~ester i
·· Intellectual Property Law includes the
attempting ·. to . have our first cam1
subject matters of patents, trademarks,
happy hour, we are promoting a job !
copyrights,. trade secrets and computer
which the American Intellect
law.
··
·
·
Property Law Association (AlPLAj
The Intellectual Property Law· sponsoring. · . ·Furthermore, we
Student Association ·(IPLSA) is an
sending four additional students to ·
organization at the Columbus School of
Patent Law Inns of Co\lrt formed I
Law whose purpose is to promote the
year by the Chief Justice of the Fedt
· education, professional development,
Circuit and area attorneys. Moreo'
and enrichment of students in the area .we have begun a resource ba5e ·
of intellectual property law.
.
advance interaction with .CUA aiut
The IPLSA is in its third year and is
who practice in the field of IP Law
getting stronger every year; Oilr faculty
the Washington D.C. area. Finally,
.advisor is Shira Perlmutter aild she has
support and sponsor participants
.been a .great help to our .organization.
various national m:oot coo.r t competiti1
Perlmutter is very active in several
specifically geared toward intellect
·. · .· ·
· ·
national intellectual. property law · property. . . ·
· organizations, helps ·keep ·us informed ··
·We ·look forward ·· to · seeing n
on events of interest, and. assists us in
members at our upcoming events'.

Intellectual Property

Lou Barbera

what openings there are on . which .
· . were chosen to comprise the buik of
committees. If ·you think you might be ·.
staff..They are: Carol J. Anguilla, Ka
interested, keep ao eye out for .
A Bayne, Cheryl L. Behytner; Le
announcements on the SBA · bulletin
Bonney, Diane Marie Brady, Jenn
by Evan O'Neill
board and in future issues of the JN.·We
·.Buehler, Megan Campbell, Ale~andr;
Third Year Day
will ask for letters of ·intent when, the
. Dapolito, · Brian . R. Davis, Gabri
time comes, so be ready.
.
The editorial board of the Catholic
Davison; Jennifer . Lewis Desm<
In general, try to get • jrivolved with
University of America's Law Review
Michael J. · Desmond, Gail · E
some elf the organizations at · the la~
DeMarco, Brian T; feeney, Mary J'
school. It makes the time here inote fun, · Volume 42 . announces the forty-six
it frequentlygivesyou the ppportunityto ... students named to the publication's staff: · Fell, William B. Gowanlock~ Sha
, Thre~ 'third-year day students, Drutlel '. . Guthrie, George A. Hiull; Kathryt
do worthwhilethings.for the commµnity
Hopkins, Denise Ineorvia, Marc Jafi
and those around · you, t,tQd it exposes · f. Kelliher, Terrence J. Nolan and
Charles w ; Johnson, John F. Kacvin
you to experiences you rtiay not have . Coleen M. Wilson, were named to ·the
·
David · C.· Koelsch, Theodore. R; Li
sought out otherwise, but will greatly .... staff. .·
Among third-year night students, the
Sar~ E. Marcin; Sheryl R. Miller. I
enjoy.
·
Law
Review
selected
Phyllis
·M.
Cohen,
.
Morelli,
Francis Purcell, J oho Robin~
The SBA will be putting together a
Robert Rothwell, Slisan l\f. ·Schiaj
directory containing the .·riames, . Matthew · c. Finnegan, · Stephen
David P, Sharrow, James Shaure
addresses, and phone numbers of all · 'Kalinchak, Susan Leinbach arid Phillip
·
A
Quatrini.
Alyssa
Smith, Sus3.m. M. Steer, Cha
students who wish to be included. In the
· ·Thrrty-eight secon.d year day students . Walters and Eric Weissman.
·
. near future; a computer te1·minal will be .
set up in the library with very' simple
instructions . on how to enter your
information. The directory is completely ·
a voluntary thing, but it proves to be an
invaluable tool for contaCting your follow
students, take my word for it.
Traveling On Now... . . .
.
Time has caught up with irie. That and ·
the fact that my brain can't come up . ·
with anything else to say, means that this
article has come to an end. Welcome
again. With a bit of cooperation and
good luck this will be a great year for ·
all. See you around.

Law Review·

·.ABA

include a reduced fee .bar . oouJ:se, ' car .
rental discounts, ·. a . .special · ABA .
Mastercard program, ··health iilsuianre. .
by Kelly Donovan .
plans and much more. It ·also creates . ·
Third Year Day
opportunities for · the , student . to
participate in oral .a.nd . ·written •.•
The American Bar Association is the
competitions. . .·
· . . · · .·. · .
most active lobbying organization in the
In order to participate, you ·need ·to
law profession. Membership. in the join. We are currently lQoking for first
organization provides opportunities for years who would like · t~ b.e class
prospective lawyers to keep abreast of 1 · representatives " so please· sign up and,
legal issues · through various sour~s, I join. For additional inforniation~ please i
such as the ABA Journal, speaking ' call Kelly Donovan, .ABA School ' .
events and newsletters. The ABA offers Representative, at (703) 536-6057.
its student a variety of privileges which

~
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·Moot.Court
The CUA Moot Court Board
announces .its schedule of conip~titions .
.and vice chancellors . in charge o.f the .
compt?titions, as. well as . its faculty
adviser for the year. ·
· Associate Professor ·Louis Barracato .
has accepted ·the · positio~ · ·of •faculty
adviser:
·
·

~

Students
for Public

Interest Law
by (:atherine Vanchiere
Second Year Day

The competition schedule is as follows:
Soapbox September 9 - October 15.
Madonna Schlecht,•vice· chancellor.
St. Ives October 24.
Kellye Martin, vice chancellor.
Craven/Spong October 25.
Terria Hicks, vice chancellor. .
Miller Cup . October 3i - November 7.
Nina Falvello, vice chancellor. · · ,
Teleeominunications · November 7.
Ben Bartolome, vice ·chancellor.
Trials November 8-9. · ·
Apurva Desai, vice .chancellor.
Jessup November 14.
Slizzanile Decker, vice .chancelior.
Wagner Labor November 15.
Terria Hicks, vice chancellor.
Civil Rights November 15.
Ben Bartolome, vice..chancellor. ·
Environmental ·March 14. .
Suzzanne Decker,·vice.chancellor.
Dean's Cup March W-27.
.
Rob Chamberlin, .vice chancellor.
Sutherland April 2-3.
Sue Bartlewski, vice chancellor:

· Welcome back, everyone! The
for Public Interest Law (SPIL)
1s a student-run organization working to
promote awareness , of legal
opportunities . in non-traditional fields
which endeavor . to serve · the public
welfare. Public interest law is a broad
. category ranging from .such things as
legal aid .to plitical or government jobs,
to non-profit organizations. The list of
.possible careers is endless, but · the
unifying factor is a commitment · to
~tudents

serving .the .public interest. SPIL is
designed as an avenue to explore this
vast area of law, .and . we welcome all
who have. an interest in joining us.
Five CUA law students received '
. financial support to do pubic interest
work as . a .result of Students for Public
Interest Law (SPIL)'s St. Patrick's Day
Auction a.n d Happy Hour during the
spring semester.
·
Scott . Brisendine worked for the
Counsel f?r Child Abuse and Neglect;
· Ralph . Michael Randazzo spent the
. summer · working with the Legal Aid
Society . of the District of Columbia;
Andres Saavedre worked with
Homebase in San Francisco; Madonna
Schlecht interned with DC Superior
Child Neglect and Abuse; and Julie
Schmid was with the Equal Employment
. Opportunity Commission. ·
.
. SPIL is a student•run organization
. working to promote awareness of legal
· . opportunities in non-traditfonal fields
which endeavor to serve .public welfare.

Fields include such varying interests as
political and government jobs and nonprofit organizations, but there are many
other possibilities.
The eighth annual NAPIL National
Law Student Public Interest Conference
and Career Fair will be Oct. 16-18 at
Georgetown University. This three-day
conference offers the opportunity to
learn more about public interest law and
summer and career jobs lOcally and
throughout the country. .
Registration for the conference and
job fair will be waived for students who
volunteer time. Students who might be
able to house non-local students during
the conference are encouraged to
contact Caroline Durham at NAPIL,
(202) 466-3686; and more details are
posted on the SPIL bulletin board in the
Leahy Hall lobby.
:"~
For information on SPIL, ·contact ·
Monique Abacherli (3D), Mary Jean
Fell (2D) or Catherine Vanchiere (2D).

·Advocates
·for Life

of students and faculty who wish to
uphold the value of human life in all its
stages. The group was founded in. 1990
· for the purpose of f(lcilitating the study
of human life issues as they relate to the
by Mary Kate Connolly
law. AFL strives to be a forum for
· Second Year Day
intellectual
discussions on these topics
by Tricia J. Chupkovich
and
the
man}:
legal challenges they ·
Advocates
for
Life
is
sponsoring
a
·
· Third
Year.
Day·
.
. .
generate. Last year AFL hosted
· relief fund drive · for . the victims of
lectures on topics ranging from the
Hurricane Alldrew in Florida and
Th'! Journal of Conteniporary Health
philosophical underpinnings of natural
Law .and Policy is a legal l>eriodical Louii;ia:Da. Doiiations can be made at
law to the scientific and ethical
dedicated to the an~ysis of current legal · AFL's table iri 4ahy · lobby, by
contacting Helen Mai:oney, third year . implications of the Human Geriome
iSsues and trends, traditionally. in the
day, or by leaving.a check made payable
Project.
• fields of modern heatth care; bioethics,
This year, AFL hopes to sponsor a
medical practice and enVirorimental law. . to the Red Cross or Catholic Charities
at
'the
.front
desk
of
the
library.
AFL
panel
discussion on AIDS and ·assisted
.
Contributors
.
to
the
Joilmai
include
· by Kelleye .Martin .
·
suicide.
We welcome all to attend the
.
.
would
like
'to
extend
an
invi.
t
ation
to
any
academici~ns,
practitioners,
.1
and
· Second Year Day
other
law
school
group
which
would
be
lectures.
Any student · interesied in
·students.
The
Joum<il
has
more
ithan
.
.
.
·interested
in
co-sponsoririg
the
relief
becoming
a
member of AFL, please
.
400
subscribers·
worldwide
including
the
BLSA would like to. extend a hearty.
effort. ·
·
leave
your
name,
address and phone
United
States
Supreme
Court,
and
many
welcome to all CUA law students. .This
Advcicat~s for Life is an association
wiiversity law libraries..
· ··· . . · · . ·
number in Helen Maroney's box.
year's board' hopes the ·summer proved
Editors and Staff menibers of the
·to be successful, whether ·it W(!.S spent
·Journal
are exposed· to ·the substantive
soakirig up the sun, grueling . over
areas
of
health · law and · have the ·
endless research or recouping from last
excellent <>pportunity to . acquire and -----~-----.-,-------semester's exams..
·
The board is looking forward to. an . . develop advanced legal writing, editing
and research skills, Membership on the·
exciting and stimulating year. We would.
Jou.
m al's .staff is determined by invitation
like anyone interested in joining the
.based . on . superior . academic
organization to please . drop a note in
. ca~cus
achievement, by demonstrated excellence
BLSA's mailbox on the first floor· of
in writing through the annual writing
. Leahy Hall. ·The.organization meets·the
by Susannah Jones
competition
or by the Editorial Board's
first Saturday of .every ri1onth .at 10:30
Se~ond Year Day
.acceptance . of . a Faculty member's
a.m ..
re.commendation.
We have ·planned an eveittflil year
The Wo.m e n ' s · Law Caucus.·
.
· The Editorial Board is pleased to
with both new programs and ·old' ones
announced
its upcoming activities at the
. that have proved to be helpful in getting · announce the selection of its new staff
groups first meeting of the· school year,
members for 1992-1993:
through the first year of law school. . We
held September 9. '
hope to see you at as many events as
.The mentor program, coordinated by
Vincent Altieri, William Mccarron,
possible. This year's progr~s include
Trisha
Crowley and Nina Falvello, was
Matthew Bartoloqiei, Christopher · D.
a round table discussion on race
initiated as questionnaires were passed
Menconi,
William
J.
Carmody,
Francis
J.
relations, an exam taking workshop by
.out and feedback was given by students
Nolan, Scott V. Carroll, · Stephanie
Professor Hartley, and an evening in
who participated last year.
·
Owen, Jeffrey Coste, Stacey Plotkin,
honor of Black History Month. This is
Other programs planned for this
Trisha C. Crowley, Nicholas Popper, Bill ·
only a glimpse of what BLSA hopes to
semester include a number of volunteer
Dever, Keith D. Pisani, Suzann R.
accomplish this year. Stay tuned for the
projects orgap.ized .by Alex Dapolito.
DiGreggorio, Michael T. Rave, John E.
details.
The first such project entails WLC
Durkin,. Tara L. Reinhart, Joseph A.
If you have any questions or
members serving breakfast at So Others
Guay, John N. Rightmyer, Parisa
suggestions, please don't. hesitate to
Might Ea~ on the third Friday of each
Kazemian, Paul Riley, Gary W. Kuc,
contact any of the board members: Jay
month, a project set to begin Sept. 18.
Jamie Sacks, Jane Lyons, Elizabeth A.
Taylor, President; Bill Frazier, ViceA faculty "brown bag" lunch series
Schmidtlein, Mercedes J. Madole,
President; Elva Bowden, Night Liaison;
also is being planned, as is a series of
Jeffrey 'w. Tyerar, Stefan Marculewicz,
NiCole Meeks, Treasurer; Kim Lewis,
guest speakers discussing a variety of
Catherine G. Vanc~ere, Kevin Walsh,
Monique Abacherli
Secretary; Kelleye Martin, Public
topics such as "Women and AIDS."
Christopher A. Wilson.
Relations Chair.

Health Law Journal

BLSA
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Night
Life:
The Other Side

of CUA Law
by .David Koelsch
Second Year Night

r

To many day students, these
faces probably do not seem
familiar. These are just a few 01
the many night students who
roam·the law school after dark.
· Clockwise from top left:
Antigone Juvelis hones her
computer research skills; Jeff
Gans and David Koelsch make
their way across campus to
Keane; Rob Decker swings past
on his way to .class; Jeff Larroca
- Need I say more?

12

Having spent one academic year as a ·
day student and now in .mysecondnight
school semester,~ · some differences
between the two programs ·are apparent.
In some ways, the night program seems
like a bad dream •- sort of like The
. Night of Living Dead when after
everyone else clears out or .goes to bed,
hideous creatures crawl from the grave
and stalk the corridors of Lea,hy Hall.
Before I start griping, let's dear up a
couple misconceptions about .. night ·.
school.
Myth Number One
Night students are really hard working,
Well, maybe at their jobs, but it is pretty
obvious that at least half the class hasn't
read for class. Being .a night student is
never having to feel guilty abci!Jt not .
raising your hand -- hardly.anyone else ·
does for the first rew weeks~ .After the
semester gets going and in.or¢ people ..start volunteering answers, a .night class
gets to resemble Jeopardyc- most of the.
answers are based on intuition · and
guesswork:

· the old fashioned way"- grandpa's tru
.
Myth Number Two.
.
Night students ·all · work at the Patent
fund (you don't know how funny th:
Office and therefore have no lives.
really is).
Myth Number Three
While this may be true of the night
students who do work at the Patent
That night students really don't give
Office; niost night students do not work . damn about how the school operate
at the Patent Office and, therefore, do This is patently (don't get excited, ye
have lives. · The Patent folks just give
Patent Office-types) untrue.
Nigl
night students a bad image. Heck, I'd . students are spending four and five yea
hate anyone who gets tuition money .at CUA, they have to care .about the
from the government to go to law school ' . surroundings because they're in it f1
· (does the . Quayle · Council on . the long haul. The probkm is th1
Competiveness know about this scam?).
don't .have. the time. or) more likely,. tl
After all, I financed my legal education
chance to give t~e school any input c

what it's doing right or ~ong. Th:
column is . open space to hang ym
· grievances ~ut to dry -- feel free to sell
in yoilr own complaints or whatever an
we.'ll print it. Remember the JN motto
- if its got ~a verb, we'll print it! (unlei
ifs a letter to the editor c~ those need
. signature now).
·
Griping Begins. Here
_ There are a ~ouple . of thing~ th
have been bugging me about how tl
· 'taw school treats night .students.
·
Happy Hours
These are great b.ut they really are d:
·student events. Something that m:
help would be to have ample supplies
coke and pop (that's soda for you Ea
Coas\ types) for the night students. Tl
last· thing you want before two hours
Corporations is a beer -- the class m
make more sense with it but you'd f;
asleep halfway through. Groups that p
on Happy Hours could make a point
having them later, say starting at fi
o'clock or so.
· Legal Career Services
The law school could do a better j1
of getting night students tapped into t
Legal Career Services office. It's r
understanding the office is only op
late one night per week. · Come on·
you're telling me that the school ca1
afford the overtime for someone to ke
the office open late mayb~ three nigl
a week -- esp<:<cially during · the f
interviewing season. Also, LCS could
a better job at looking at the. needs
night students. It seems like tlie LC
staff assumes that because you've gol
job right now, that you'll. never e'
want another.
·
That's it for this first night stud<
column. Feel free to send in ye
tortured thoughts or even to take 01
if you want. · Caveat: Patent Off
students will have to take a mandat1
"Hooked On Phonics" writing test bef1
they can submit anything.

Judicial Notic
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What's in Store in DC?

CUA Parking
Takes Us
For a Ride

by G.S. Asciolla
l'hird Year Day

.

by Phil Feigen
Third Year Day

I was walking toward school from the
new overflow parking area behind
Archbishop Carrol High School on
North Capitol · Street, having finally
found a parking spot, when my friend,
Harris, drove by and offered me a lift.
I jumped into his car, put away my
arsenal of self-defense paraphernalia,
and set down the three bo.o k bags which
housed all the material necessary for the
· four classes ahead of me that day:
Obviously, I wasn't plaruiing a return
· to my vehicle until nightfall.
Having not yet seen Harris this year,

Phil Feigen

There are many reasons why students
flock to our nation's capitol to study law:
politics, the Supreme Court, excellent
exterriships, free museums, etc. This
year, however, DC law students are in
for a special treat. I had lunch last week
with soothsayer extraordinaire Madame
Bolsheva, who unfortunately has been
unemployed since Nancy Reagan left the
White House. Here are just a few of the
things you can expect to see happen this
year.

Kitsch Korner

I proceeded into Leahy and grabbed
a seat for my first class. Just as I sat
down, Bobby, a fellow classrnate,
At the Supreme Court... Many of the
entered the room wearirig a bicycle
Divine· Nine are going Hollywood this
helmet.
term. Justice Kennedy will break into
"Hey, that's a great idea, Bobby," I
Show Biz by replacing Joe Isuzu; Justice
remarked. "You've coped with the
Scalia will . host the season opener of
parking problem by riding your bike to
"Saturday Night Live," where Scalia will
school; Where do you live?"
· join Madonna in a duet of "Papa Don't
"Rockville; Maryland,'' he answered.
Preach"; Justice Rehnquist willl become
his first as a · 1aw student at CUA, I
"Wow. That's some serious exercise
. a cameraman on "COPS,'' but you
inquired as to how his classes had been you must get!"
.
should not call your VCR repairman if
coming along.
·.
. "Oh, I don't bike from .Rockville. I
.scenes involving excessive force by police
"Well, I really couldn't tell you;" lie drive iny car into the nearest spot I can··
are noticeably out of focus.
responded. "I haven't been to any classes
find, usually Hyattsville; and then ride .
. Justice O'Connor will introduce her
yet."
·
my bike frori1tbere.
. .· . .
o-WO specfalcookie recipe in what will
"lla:rris, school started two weeks.ago.
"It's not a big.price to .pay for a new .
bec.o me · the. infamous "footnote 12."
What have you been doing?" I asked.
law school. After-all, as soon ·as .we get •.· · ~e Leibowitz later will photograph
. "I've been ·diiving atound looking for
the new school, our . reputation will
her .for the cover of U .S. Law Week;
. a ·parking · spot," he explained. "You ·skyrocket!" .
·.
. .·
.. Supreme ~ourt Justice trading cards will
.know, parking sure is . tight ·on this
.· Morning classes we:o.talright that day, . become:the newest rage. Donruss will
· ~pus." ·
. ..
· . .
,
although several people fell asleep after
make milliollS of. dollars by including
Harris · ooritiriued · to drive along. arriving between four and five in the · Justice · Thoma.s's card in its . popular
. happily, seemingly not fazed ~ by this
morning to get good parking spots
"r~olcies'.' pack; and 'Justice Souter will
exasperating experi~nce. ·. "Does .this . 'behind McMahon. As ·. I .came ·out of · be seeri · ''.raving~· in a secluded field in
bother you?'; I asked.
·
· class, Sam came running in.
..
·Potomac: .... .·
· ·
"Nab; they told us this is a temporary
'.'Sam, .class just ended," Bobby said.
In politics ••• The nation's favorite
conditi9n and ·· that · we'll · reap the. "That's the thir.d time you've missed · write-in candidate, Mickey Mouse,
. benefits when the new law school opens class this ·semester; and.·it's only the.
finally will win a presidential election.
· .its doors my third year."
.: . . second week. The school only all,ows · D.a n Quayle ·will remain vice president.
At this point, we had ret,lched . the
four misses a semester."
·
. When asked .' to spell the president's
front of Leahy Hall. Harris dropped me . '~After . all, . we'll reap . the . name; Quayle will sing "M-1-C (see ya'
off and I Wished him well in his . benefits when the new law
endeavorfofind a parking spot. Before ·.· . SCh..OOI opens."
gomg into my classj I' fooked arounq . .·.
There were . cars everYWhere. Forget
,;I thought we worked this out last
about yellow lines,forget about reserved · ·week," l said to Sam. "You park in the
spots, . forget ab.o ut no-parking zones.
overflow parking lot near the Dufour
Cars were double-parked, triple-parked, ·Gym. Then . you walk to Dufour and
parked diagonally and sideways. If there
catch .a sh.uttle bus to the . Student .
was rnom . to. fit ·a car -- and even if · Union. Then, yo . get · off the bus . and
there wasn't room -~ the space·had been · walk to your locker in Leahy. Then you
taken.
. walk back across the campus tp Keane.
As I turned to start my day, another . It's no big deal, just get here an hour
friend, Jill, walked · by wearing .a hard · and a half before class starts."
·
h~t. "Jill, what gives?" I asked. "Why the
"l did all that," Sam complained. "But
. when I gotto my locker, I realized I had
hard hat?"
left a book in my car. By the time I got
"Well," she smiled, "I knew parking
the shuttle bus back to the parking lot, ·
was real tight this year and I haven't
been able to find a place to park my car. ·. ;.veil, it .was a nightmare. This parking
situation stinks. I have a gciod mind to .. :"
So I took a job as a garbage collector in
. "You know," Bobby and I responded,
the mornings." ; · . . ·
"How's that. going to help with the · "you shouldn't complain. It's really a
· small · price to pay considering the
parking?" I inquired.
·
·
benefits we'll reap once the new law
"Easy. W}ien l'ni done with my route,
school is completed." ·.
I just pl,lll ~he rig into the city dump at
Boy, the nerve of some people.
the end of cainpus;. I leave it there all ·
dl;ly, go to classes anq then drive home
again in the evenings." .·.· . · · · ·. . ·
· (Philibuster will appear as a regular
"Wow! that's a great way to cope,"I · . column in Judicial Notice, giVing the
said.
·
.· : . ·
··
.author a much needed opportunity to .·
"Yeah," Jillresponded•."We all' have
unleash pent up anger and fulfill his
· to do our part. After all, we'll reap. the. . continiling effort to inform the entire
benefits when the , ne,w law . school
law scho9lc9mmunity justwhat's on his
mind at the moment.)
·. open.S."

Philibuster

real soon!)-K-E-Y (why? because we
like you!) M-0-U-S-E" perfectly.
Ross Perot, upset that another bigeared billionaire beat him to the White
House, will buy Walt Disney World and
turn it nto a collosal animal research
lab.
At law schools... Georgetown Law
will inadvertantly accept Michael
Jackson's chimp, Lucky, into its 1996
class. The law school dean will be
quoted as stating "We take anything that
scores well on the LSATs."
Lucky will excel in law school,
ultimately becoming editor-in-chief of
Georgetown's Law Review. Lucky's good
fortune will end, however, when he is
indicted for masterminding a mass
escape from the National Zoo where he
interned for the zoo's general counsel.
Catholic will run out of funds for its
new law school at a critical point in its
development, and will have to turn to
Jack Kent Cooke for the r~aining
monies. Hence, Cooke School of Sports
Law will be formed. All associations
with Catholicism will be abolished and
the Reverend Al Sharpton will become
the school's spiritual leader. A revamped
first-year curriculum will indude sports
law, entertainment law, labor law,
immigration law and antitrust. Of
course, criminal law will remain a staple .
The Shrine will be razed and the new
Redskins football stadium will be built
in its place. As a cost-saving measure, it
will be appropriately renamed the
National Shrine ·of the Immaculat.e
Reception. Catholic law students will
have to give up the remaining parking
spaces on campus . to season ticket
holders. All students who do not secure
a job after graduation will be guaranteed ·
positions as ushers in the new stadium.
. First and second year students will be
guaranteed summer positions as parking ·
valets.
·
·

----,-----=----------'--

Blood. Giw a little so so111~9ne can live.

Call 202-745-KIDS
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not of upsetting the Redskins. This is a
Lim1s and thei[ Silver. Stretch offense, a.
valuable ground game asset that opens · team that has been rebuilt the way Steve
· Austin was turned into the Six Million
opportunities for the passing game.
Dollar Man. They have . the technology.
But the Redskins under Joe Gibbs
And this year, the Men with Star.s on . ·
aren't likely to throw '. Howard into a
their Helmets once again will sit on top
Sanderseque role. Rather than the team
of the NFC East. Watch for them in the
forming around Ho\\'.ard, Howard will
conference · championsh~p against ·
be slipped into an .'existing role.
someone from the NFC West, a division .. .
Still, Howard was a first-round draft
by Mead Summer
that will become a surprisingly exciting
pick and should be applauded for getting
Second Year Day ·
race in the last few weeks.
everything he could when first checking
While on the topic of predictions
his Michigan Wolverine baggage into the
Up until rookie running back
RFK Hotel.
.
someone · will throw in my face. this
.e<eavy
Desmond Howard graced the .
· winter,· I'd really like to pick someone
that these people
*
*
*
Washington Redskins training camp with
··
other than the Buffalo Bills to win the ' students.
Redskins Bandwagon members are in
his presence shortly before the
AFC. Until realignment reorganizes the
for a long season. Aside from the
t~~ , ~~t~ary. ~ gl~~fufgr
beginning the season, cries were heard
league, though, that's pretty hard to d9. , was. compnsea , of tllidergradu
records of · r_ecenl Super Bowl
throughout D.C. that Howard's modesty
; sttidents possessing . an . overheat
championships, which in recent years '
* * *
was going to put him on the trading
It's .much too early to get too heavily
amount of energy. Why are these pe
have been dismal the season after going.
block.
so hyper? Perhaps they get more sl
all the way, the 'Skins have to go head · ·into basketball, but as the new school
Reisman Trophy or no Reisman
year begins, one has to wonder how
eat better food, experience le5s st
to head against a team that· exemplifies
Trophy, here was some kid trying to
many "I told ya so's!' will be heaped QD
Or maybe their buoyant behavior st
rebuilding.
squeeze pennies from the Super Bowl
from' regular participation. in the a
.the Catholic University administration if
champions. Certainly, The Team didn't
. . the Catholic Cardinals basketball team
intramural pr~gtam .
need Howard's services that badly.
fails to live up to the lofty standards set
The J_ll,Ogram is open to all stud
But any of the would-be sports agents
by last year's squad and former coach
I encourage law students to
among the ranks of CUA's law students
Bobby· Valvano.
together tea.ms and pretty
Valvano, who was fired for crimes
dominate all intramural leagues.
and misdemeanors that aren't even
It can· be done. As law $tudents
worthy of slap on the wrist at schools
may not. .be particu!arly bolllicy bu
should be the first to support Howard's.
with real ·athletic programs, was forced
certainly. are bitter. .Beir($ the
move. It wasn't a slap at the 'Skins, after
to take his·very successful act elsewhere ... cOJ.?lpetitive people in . tJie uniy.
all, but a reminder to the uh, thrifty,
Let's just hope Prof. Lou .8arracato,
~~9t>:abty ;• wouldn't dtit~~~~f· from
Jack Kent Cooke that a chunk of The
who stood by Valvano's side as legal
.intr;Am.µral perform'aµ~'j~if~e~i' · ..
Team's loot should wind up in the
'• ..;flie fall intr.amural
e·:iriclil
defense, · can stifle a smile each time
pockets of the players. And if Cooke's
Lou Barracato
,,
' ttt'S SU~~ .
someone sinks the Cardinals this year.
team wanted Howard, they were gonna
eyl;>a1J·.·
* * *'
have to pay dearly for him:
The Dallas Cowboys' 1-15 sea~on of
Got a gripe, comment or idea· that ·
Thete
Howard isn't the sort of player
a few years ago is an almost-distant
.you think the Bleacher Creature should
around which a team is molded, and he
memory now, although Texans 'have
· cons.ider? Drop a line in .o ne . of the
never will .be. He lacks the size
always comforted themselves in .tP,e fact
Judicial Notice envelopes conveniently ·
necessary to dominate a game. ije
that the one win did come against the
'
located in a hallway near you and maybe
probably will never be to the Redskins
Redskins.
. .
'I'll
give ypu my opinion ~n the matter.
what Barry Sanders is to the Detrnit
Obwn in the Big .D these days, talk is

Howard in,
but 'Skins
on Way Out

· et,,

Bleacher Creature

a

· Ayuda, Inc., a non-profit, community.based organiiation, ·in conjunction with
the Department of Employment Services, i's seeking . · . ·
· . . ·.
third year law students and/or faculty, membe~s to teach the ' following
classes on a voluntary basis, to participants in a Legal Assistant Training
ProQram:
·
1)
2) ·
.3)

4)
5)

·introduction to Litigation·
Family Law
Labor Law
Health Law
Landlord/Te~ant Law

Classes are held from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm, five days ·a week..
Instructors will teach three or four hoLJrs a week, for about six weeks ..
Please contact Sujata Sarin at (202) ·387~2870 for.further information.
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Clinic

Tuition Fromp.1

Fromp. 1

..

-~

N

\

Gary Vujnovich

all .of the

cases~

Rohner said another possibility is to .
schedule the three-nionth breaks so that
•they do. riot · over-lap. Either way, · the
. change will mean fewer total hours
available for community legal work.
·
"In effect," . Rohner · said, "we've
reduced the people power in .the 'clinic
. on a daily basis."
.
This loss in manpower could result in a
refocusing of the clinic's purpose, he
said. In particular, Rohner added, the
clinic.could concentrate on its strengths,
such as domestic .Violence and .elder law.
The move does not cover clinic atforney
Michael McGonnigal's . "Elderlaw''
- position,' which Rohner s.aid requires
further . consideration because · it .. was
designed as a two-person job;

SLS and commercial loans, is $26,500.
This leaves a shortfall of $1,294 between
would not give Catholic another penny
what can be obtained through the 3-inafter graduation. However, when asked
1 programs and the amount estimated as
specifically about their reactions,
necessary to complete a year of school.
students indicated a general feeling of
. The remaining amount can be borrowed
discontent coupled with the recognition
through an additional commercial loan
that the decision · to increase · tuition
program called Professional Education
likely would not be changed.
Plan (PEP). PEP can only be obtained,
Matt Greene, a second year day
however, by completing an additional
student, who also attended Catholic as
application.
an undergraduate, said this is a typical
In addition, Dennis said this year
CUA tuition move. Greene says he has
. students. also can borrow back through
the PEP loan the origination fees which · seen .a tuition increase every year since
his freshman year at CUA. He said, "I
are takeri off the top of each loan. For
.don't
mind the hikes so much; I just
-example, a student borrowing the full
wish they would give some justification."
$26,500 will be assessed approximately
·Emile Molineaux, a third year day
. $1,710 . in origination fees · (varying
between the -loan programs). Thus, a.
stildent, said the increases always exceed
student choosing to cover both the
the rate of inflation, which has been
amount of the origination fees and the
miiiirllal during the last- few years. Yet,
extra $1,294 for tuition and .expenses,
as · Molineaux . says, "we never see
will need to borrow a little over $3,000
anything more for our money." Amlo'
through the PEP loan program.
third year day student is so tired of
Student response to the extra tuition
has been surprisingly mild. Last. year, · .complaining of things at school that now
he. just responded; "I don't care, I'm
· some students were so galvanized by the
getting out. This Is the last year they can
15 percent raise .that they circulated
flyers, urging students to write to the
' pull this shiff on me."
'When asked about the forecast for
school administration to . voice their ·
objections and · assure them that they
next year, Rohner said, "l woilld expect
Dennis said.it is still possible to borrow . the figure to go upward rather than
downward, burl. would hope that the
the entire amount needed for a year of
percentage increase would not be as
· law school tuition •. ·However, the
high as we have seen ill the past couple
maXimum that can be borrowedthrough
of
years."
·
the J-in'-1.programs combining Stafford;

~ The

,Congratulations to Nina Falvello, third
year day, and Allan Vecchione on your
August 15th marriage. Much happiness.

The Study Group
Downtown DC Firm in search of gofer.
Paid ·position.
For more information, please call Lou
· Barbera at (202) 432-7327.
Paco-

Missing you.
- Love Slave .
·Congratulations to Lydia Aiitoncic on
her wedding engagemen .
Meadlink
Joy and happiness to Dawn and Dan
Conlisk on the birth of their first son,
Clark Jeffrey.

.Mike Tompkins has disappeared with
our open memos! If you have seen him,
please contact 1-800-THE-LOST.

Stµdent B~r Association
Proudly Presents the

SBA .Welcome· Back Picnic
-Date:

.Friday,

September 18

Time: 4:00 - . 8:·00 p.m.
Place: Leahy. Lawll

Cost:

Zip, Zero, Zilch

Food, Beverages and.··Music will
be provided for· your
.·picnicing pleasure.
September 14, 1992.
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~ Jne pur~ty,.

· ·.;i,Jou.r famt sh8d,

·-

~-

'

',q;•£91'·~ . diaught ofvi~tagel. Jhat bath bc:eri .

· · " C()ol'd a long.age in the def!p-delvedJiarth,
T~ting 'of ·Flora arid the; country green,
. "£>ance/an4 Pioven91l$ong, apd sunbumt rpirtbl.
O f.br·!ll bfiaker fiill' of the warm Squ~n;
"t
ItµU of the true, the ]>lusliful Hipp<>crene,
· With'beaded bubbles winking at the brim,
And purple-stained mouth;
··
, ' That- l ·might drink. and leave the wor~d unseen.
And with thee fade away into the forest dim:
JO HN KEATS

IRISH UM~S BUILDING
NO. 14 F S1REET
WASHINGTON DC ZOOOl
: (20?) 543-5433

